Abstract. We establish upper bounds for the six smallest prime factors of odd perfect, quasiperfect, and odd almost perfect numbers. However, if we consider only those N = II?_i/»/* in (2) for which \Y¡-Xp¡1' is OP, then exponents a¡ are restricted, and hence we have a better lower bound in (2). Consequently we have a better upper bound forp6. In this paper we prove
1. Suppose N = Wj"xp? is an odd perfect (OP) number, i.e. o(N) = 2N, where p¡'s are odd primes, px < ■ ■ ■ <pr, and a¡'s are positive integers. Grun [1] proved that px < 2 + 2r/3, and Pomerance [5] proved that (1) p¡ < (4r)2'('+l)/2 for 1 < i < r.
In [3] we showed that if N is an odd integer and the number u(N) of distinct prime factors of N is 5, then (2) \2-a(N)/N\ > HT14. However, if we consider only those N = II?_i/»/* in (2) for which \Y¡-Xp¡1' is OP, then exponents a¡ are restricted, and hence we have a better lower bound in (2). Consequently we have a better upper bound forp6. In this paper we prove Theorem. Suppose M = ü¡_, p,\ If M is OP or QP, Pi < 22'"(r -i + 1) for 2 < i < 6.
If M is OAP, Pi < 22"'(r -i + 1) for 2 < i < 5, and p6 < 23775427335(r -5).
Although our Theorem gives upper bounds for p¡ only for 2 < i < 6, they are better than (1 
some i and ^ ^Pj for l < _/ < 5, then ^ > 109.
As in [3] , we used a computer (PDP11 at the University of Toledo) to find odd integers n'_ x p? satifying (3) and (4). There were infinitely many such Ilf_ x p?. (However, there were finitely many (just over one hundred) LT(_ ] p? if a¡ < a(p¡) where a(p¡) = min{a, | a¡ satisfies (3) and/»/**1 > 1011}.
See [3] .) In every case such TJ'« i p? had a component />/* such that a¡ < a(p¡), q is an odd prime factor of o(pf>), q ^pj for 1 < j < 5 and q < 109, contradicting (5).
Q.E.D. Since p6 is a prime,/>6 < 22\r -5).
Suppose M -Hi-, p? is OAP, # = Ir]_, p?, and j-g(r-5)+ 1 <p6< ■ ■ ■ <pr.
Since M > 1030 by [4] and log(l -x) < -x -x2/2 if 0 < x < 1, we have, by Lemma 
